A recruitment-based rheological model for mechanical behavior of soft tissues.
When lung tissue is subjected to finite deformations, phenomena appear that can only be described using nonlinear models. This paper considers the lung as a material composed of two elements, a continuous phase that acts uninterruptedly and a second phase composed of fiber elements that are recruited progressively into the mechanical process. Each individual fiber participates in the mechanical response of the set only when the deformation is above a certain value. A nine-parameter model was designed adopting standard viscoelastic elements both for the matrix and for each of the fibers. The mechanical behavior of the lung can be reproduced by a fitting process with standard numerical procedures in both dynamic-mechanical measurements and stress relaxation processes. Mechanical stress relaxation tests and dynamic-mechanical measurements have been carried out on subpleural parenchymal strips from rat lung. The model permits the reproduction of lung behavior in both types of measurements. The results show a recruitment ratio that decreases with deformation and the nonparticipation of the parallel matrix fraction in the lung's mechanical response so that a uniaxial transmission of force in the lung occurs via the recruited elements and the matrix series.